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Abstract 

This research was for "Influence of Applying Preventive Health Conditions Strategy (PHCS) during Coronavirus 

Pandemic (CVP) in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA)". The target was through questionnaire to individuals in 

KSA. That application of PHCS and persons contribution accountable establishments, to cover Coronavirus 

infection (CVI), caused CVP and control to redact it, numbers to maintain Saudi health (SH). Using "Cross-

sectional Study Method", were on Network for survey study in Saudi community (SC), collected data and had 

analyzed. Remained 99% participants to questionnaire about everyone, remained 89% dedicated to smearing 

PHCS closely a total. It was 100% reinforced PHCS, that 98% had approving support non-compliance PHCS. As 

stayed 83% stationary numerous parties from their doings, and was 100% all individuals, braked family visits in 

anticipation of any CVI. That stared 85% immobile market exit except for about individuals since it was a need to 

achieve family responsibilities, and others dedicated at home to decrease CVI. Experiential 74% produced the 

PHCS to have injury in three quarters because of discontinuing the numerous doings. Here 26% originated that a 

quarter of persons had cases of CVI, where 55% the relations applied the PHCS about partial because of the 

attendance of people with the similar family. That concluded the results showed the existence of the PHCS 

importance in the existence and importance of the CVP. The extent to KSA individuals helped to reduce CVI and 

protect SH. That recommended PHCS position to SH reserve, deliver a fit culture, and reinforce persons for their 

help. 

Keywords: applying preventive health conditions strategy, coronavirus pandemic, coronavirus infection, saudi 

health, cross-sectional study method, saudi community 

Abbreviations list 

CV: Corona Virus, CVI: Coronavirus infection, CVP: Coronavirus 

pandemic, KSA: Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, PHCS: Preventive Health 

Conditions Strategy, SH: Saudi health, SC: Saudi community. 

Introduction 

Before the first long-established case of CVI in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia (KSA), the national authority closed shopping centers and 

suspended flights, face-to-face teaching and bodily presence at most 

government area as prevention stages [1].  CVI in KSA considered risk, 

severe repression events occupied meanwhile February, close of Mecca 

and Madinah, end of cultural events, and mass gatherings. During 

February and March: Umrah postponement, annulment and generous 

proceedings limit; educational organizations closure; sport rivalries and 

proscription postponement of social events; spending malls, eateries, 

coffee workshops, community gardens closure; postponement of daily 

and Friday mosques prayer; suspension of public transport, flights, trains, 

buses and taxis; partial restriction [2]. Holy shrines closure was one of the  

bold choices government taken, was important for the mitigation of CVP 

[3]. That similar meanings, can highlight the bodily parting or distance 

between healthy and diseased persons with confirmed or CVI [4]. Saudi 

Arabia’s use of skill interferences to combat CVP, which used for contact 

tracing and surveillance [5]. Social coldness, self, home-isolation, have 

been presented as possible protective ladders applied to limit, delay or 

crush the imitation CVI rate [6]. Saudi Arabia’s repression plan emphases 

on both extenuation and conquest methods together with technology 

interferences to stop CVI spread [7]. Health establishments left with only 

preventive events to CVI challenge [8]. In KSA during 2020, overall 

implementation of social estrangement was satisfactory, 37.8% were 

never sendoff home during the stay-at-home period. Better devotion to 

social estrangement observed [9].  

The target of this research was through the questionnaire, to individuals 

in the KSA. That followed up through the implementation of the PHCS 

and the individuals assist the responsible authorities. As to contain the 

CVI, which caused CVP and control to redact the CVI, numbers to 

maintain the SH. 
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Materials and Methods 

Using the "Cross-sectional Study Method" [10], preparation of 

"Questionnaire" that included the paper items (Table1); [11]. Conducting 

the questionnaire through Network for survey study in SC [12]. Gathering 

the questionnaire survey data [13], the data analysis were using "Excel 

Set" which formed the consequences [14]. 

*No *Q        *A 

1 You present in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia during the Coronavirus pandemic Yes No 

2 Dedicated to applying the preventive health conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Yes No 

3 Supporting preventive health conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Yes No 

4 Authorizing support non-compliance with preventive health conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia 

Yes No 

5 Standing studying or working to adhere the preventive health conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia 

Yes No 

6 Family gatherings stopping in agreement with the preventive health conditions strategy in Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia 

Yes No 

7 Stationary going out to markets and malls in accordance with the preventive health conditions strategy 

in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Yes No 

8 Adhering to the preventive health conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia causing any material 

or moral damages 

Yes No 

9 There are cases of Coronavirus infection in the family despite adherence to preventive health conditions 

strategy in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Yes No 

10 Appling the preventive health conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia at home due to the 

presence of a case of Coronavirus in the family 

Yes No 

*PHCS: Preventive Health Conditions Strategy, *CVP: Coronavirus Pandemic, *KSA: Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 

*No: Number, *Q: Question, *A: Answer 

Table 1: Questionnaire of applying *PHCS during *CVP in KSA 

Results and discussion 

*Q Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 

*A 99% 89% 100% 98% 83% 100% 85% 74% 26% 55% 

*PHCS: Preventive Health Conditions Strategy, *CVP: Coronavirus Pandemic, *KSA: Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia, *No: Number, *Q: Question, *A: Answer 

 

 

Table 2 and Graph 1: Prevalence of applying *PHCS during *CVP in *KSA 

Table 2 and Graph 1 reading prevalence of applying PHCS during CVP 

in KSA, the first question, "You present in Kingdom Saudi Arabia during 

the Coronavirus pandemic", the answered by the 99% participants to the 

questionnaire about everyone. It indicated the importance of the PHCS 

and indicated that the participants are citizens and residents during the 

CVP in KSA. The second question, "Dedicated to applying the preventive 

health conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia", was 89% 

participants adhered to the PHCS nearly a total, which was not applied by 

about tenth individuals, indicated caution in the PHCS. Individuals may 

be important bodies in society or help to protect the SH to help reduce 

CVI [1-2]. The third question, "Supporting preventive health conditions 

strategy in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia", it was found 100% all participants 

supported the PHCS in order to disrupt the infected and not transmit the 

CVI to healthy others, which harms individuals and the SH [1-2]. The 

fourth question, "Authorizing support non-compliance with preventive 

health conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia", that 98% 

individuals agreed to penalties for individuals who have not implemented 

the PHCS, as it was important to reduce CVI and limited the spread of it 

in the SH [1-3]. The fifth question, "Standing studying or working to 

adhere the preventive health conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia", found 83% stopped the various parties from their activities. That 

was covered the community, others may be individuals working in the 
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forms that need to be present to protect the community, and it found that 

most of them made the arrest to reduce CVI [1-3]. The sixth question, 

"Family gatherings stopping in agreement with the preventive health 

conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia", was 100% all 

individuals stop family visits in anticipation of any CVI or its 

transmission in the community and protection from CVI [3, 6-9]. The 

seventh question, "Stationary going out to markets and malls in 

accordance with the preventive health conditions strategy in Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia", regarded 85% stopped market exit except for some 

individuals because it was a necessity to work or perform family duties, 

and others have committed at home to reduce CVI [6-9]. The eighth 

question, "Adhering to the preventive health conditions strategy in 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia causing any material or moral damages", 

watched 74% caused the PHCS to have damage in three quarters because 

of stopping the various activities. Individuals agreed to that even though 

their work was daily and they needed to cooperate with the PHCS to 

eliminate the spread of CVI [1-2]. The ninth question, "There are cases of 

Coronavirus infection in the family despite adherence to preventive health 

conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia", there 26% found that a 

quarter of individuals have cases of CVI, using the PHCS reduced it by 

time to implement it to protect the SH [1-2, 4-5]. The tenth question, 

"Appling the preventive health conditions strategy in Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia at home due to the presence of a case of Coronavirus in the 

family", where 55% the families implemented the PHCS about half 

because of the presence of people with the same family. That were in 

order to reduce the spread of CVI in the family or outside the family, 

which helps the SH with all individuals in KSA [6-9]. The PHCS issued 

locally and internationally by the competent places to contain and reduce 

the CVI. Because of implementing the PHCS issued and the cooperation 

of individuals, whether citizens or residents, and in the various sectors and 

bodies in the KSA. This led to the stability and reduction of the number 

of CVI. Despite what it caused in the standards or the material and moral 

effects, it also reduced travel and the arrival of some individuals to their 

families and the enjoyment of vacations. This was a result of the entire 

period of caution and the application of the PHCS, as the presence of some 

individuals and families, whether citizens or residents, in the KSA for a 

period of approximately one year, which made individuals' fear of CVI 

and the cooperation of individuals in implementing measures. PHCS 

helped reduce CVI, individuals sacrificed holidays in exchange for 

preserving conditions and minimizing CVI. This evidenced by the 

statistics of CVI in KSA, and it showed that the numbers reduced and the 

numbers are stable [1-2, 6-9]. 

Conclusion 

That concluded the results showed the existence of the PHCS importance 

in the existence and importance of the CVP. The extent to which 

individuals in the KSA helped to reduce CVI and protect SH. 

Recommendations and further study 

That emphasized the importance of the PHCS to preserve the SH, provide 

a healthy culture, and strengthen individuals for their assistance. That 

hope will do the next research in following up the existence of the PHCS 

and the extent of eliminating the presence of the CVI in the KSA. 
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